
                                                    The Retreat 

 

“The Retreat” is rated as one of the finest poems of Henry Vaughan. A seventeenth century 

Metaphysical poet, Vaughan was a deeply religious poet who looks at the happiness of childhood 

as closer to eternity than the life of an adult man. The poet’s feeling of separation from God in his 

grown up stage leads him to recall the pristine glory of infancy. This theme is fully explored in 

“The Retreat” in which the poet looks back to the time of innocence. 

                      When on some gilded cloud or flower 

                                 My gazing soul would dwell an hour 

                                 And in those weaker glories spy 

                                 Some shadows of eternity. 

Having recalled ‘those early days’ when he ‘shined’ in his ‘angelic infancy’, the poet vividly 

recollects the child going for a country walk but remaining in sight of his parent whose ‘bright 

face’ he could always see when he looked back. When the child turned his rapt gaze sometimes 

for a whole hour on a cloud which diffused light, or on a flower, he was really seeing ‘shadows of 

eternity’. Before he had sinned in speech and in sensual indulgence, he had experienced the joy of 

eternity and his sense had- 

                                  But felt through all this fleshly dress 

                                  Bright shoots of everlastingness. 

 The poet now returns to the image of walking along a path. The grown up man remembers 

that ‘ancient track’ and longs to walk it again in the opposite direction, back to the city from which 

the child originally set out. His soul, however, has had to drink too deep and for too long of what 

this mortal life has to offer. So that he can retrace his steps only with a staggering gait- 

                                  But ah! my soul with too much stay 

                                  Is drunk, and staggers in the way. 

Although some men’s natural inclination is to move forward, Vaughan repeats his longing to step 

backward and hopes that at least in death, he will be able to return from where he set out- 

                                 Some men a forward motion love, 

                                 But I with backward steps would move; 

                                 And when this dust falls to the urn, 

                                 In that state I came, return. 



 The poet thus regrets the effects of soul’s incarnation in the world of time. Nothing but 

death can release the soul from time back to eternity, its home. The poem deals with soul’s longing 

for its origin and its sense of alienation by the sinful flesh. The movement, therefore, from birth to 

death is circular and recalls the symbol of eternity. It also recalls Vaughan’s own beautiful lines at 

the opening of his poem “The World”- 

                                  I saw the eternity the other night 

                                  Like a great ring of pure and endless light. 

 The title of the poem refers to the military expedition when the commander orders his 

troops to retreat. The general simplicity of Vaughan’s diction enhances the beauty of a single line- 

                                   Bright shoots of everlastingness. 

The line ‘That shady city of palm-trees’ recalls the Biblical account of the death of Moses who 

was granted one sight of ‘the plain of the valley of Jericho, the city of palm-trees.’ In its central 

aspect, the poem anticipates William Wordsworth’s “Immortality Ode”.   

 


